78. Wren & Whale Surrender
One who drinks through a straw is becoming a bird and there
is a moment towards the end of summer when he succeeds.
Ramon Gomez de la Serna
Could be a wren (Ah-up-wha-eek) atop the Nuuchah-nulth whale translates whale behavior to the
whale hunter not in accordance with the unity of
the plan heshook-ish tsawalk. All in the whaling canoe
true to protocols cleansed, purified... in harmony. You
can up the volume of your songs, can wonder
(as whale tows you out to sea) what might’ve
escaped order ‘til wren as messenger (again) the
little brown bird whispers: Tell the whale to go back where
it was harpooned.
Later you find protocol
broken back at home when one heard whale’d
taken the harpoon and whale, sensing the deal
breached, headed to sea. Later you find your songs
enough to attract an intermediary (a go-between)
could translate whale speak into Nuu-chah-nulth.
Much later you find you’re simply a prisoner in the
Dictatorship of Reason - spirit, appetite, faith,
emotion, intuition, imagination, experience all
stuffed in the back of the empirical canoe. (It’s all
methodology.)
In the department store, some
one must move the mannequins
& haul in basketball hoops.
Threes to shoot a spiritual primacy to existence how a
bear in a dream smiles, teeth 4 to 5 inches long
could be sent to surrender his body/teach the
querent how to make medicine. You could make a
method (poetry?) in which make up for the sort of
cultural and psychic lobotomy any sons of settlers’ve
suffered.
Your life, career that
daily latté but a shadow of a reality
of the show the Divine (through Wren)
conspires for those in surrender.
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